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Introduction 

      Levine, N. [1] introduced the concept of semi open sets. Also, 

Al-Meklafi, S. [2] introduced and investigated s*-closed sets by 

using the concept of semi-open sets. Khan, M. and et.al.,[3] we can 

prove that the family of all s*-open subsets of a topological space 

),( X form a topology on X which is finer than . The concept of a 

bitopological space ),,( 21 X  was first introduced by Kelly, J. [4], 

where X is a non-empty set and 1 , 2  are topologies on X. Reilly, 

I. and Mrsevice, M. [5] introduced the concept of pair-wise 

compact spaces. Recall that a subset A of a topological space 

),( X  is called a semi-open set if there exists an open subset U of 
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X such that )(UclAU  [1]. The complement of a semi-open set 

is said to be semi-closed [1]. An s*-closed set is also called s*g-

closed [3], ĝ -closed [6] and w-closed [7]. 

         

1. Preliminaries 

 

Definition(1.1)[2]: 

A subset A of a topological space ),X(  is called an s*-closed set if 

U)A(cl   whenever UA  and U is semi-open in ),X(  . The 

complement of an s*-closed set is said to be s*-open. The class of all s*-

open subsets of ),X(  is denoted by S* ),X(O  . 

 

Remarks (1.2): 

i) Every open (closed) set is an s*-open (s*-closed) set respectively, 

but the converse is not true. 
ii) Semi-open sets and s*-open sets are independent. 

 

Theorem (1.3)[8]: 

A subset A of a topological space ),( X is s*-open iff  )Aint(F  

whenever F is an semi-closed subset of X and AF .  

 

Definition (1.4):  

Let ),( X be a topological space and XA . Then:  

i) The s*-closure of A, denoted by )A(cl*s  is the intersection of all 

s*-closed subsets of X which contains A [3]. 

ii) The s*-interior of A, denoted by )Aint(*s  is the union of all s*-

open subsets of X which are contained in A [3].  

iii)     The semi-closure of A, denoted by )A(scl is the intersection of 

all semi-closed subsets of X which contains A [1]. 

 

 

 

 

Theorem (1.5)[9]:  
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A topological space ),( X is an semi- 1T -space iff  every singleton subset 

of X is semi-closed. 

 

Theorem (1.6)[8]: 

A subset A of a topological space ),( X is an s*-closed set iff 

AAcl )( contains no non-empty semi-closed set. 

Proposition (1.7): 

(i) If A is an s*-open set in X and B is an s*-open set in Y. Then 

BA is an s*-open set in YX . 

(ii)  If XA   and YB . Then BA is an s*-closed set in YX iff A  

and B are s*-closed sets in X and Y respectevely. 

 

     Proof: 

(i) Suppose that F is a semi-closed set in YX such that BAF  . By 

theorem (1.3) we will prove that )BAint(F  . Let F)y,x(  . Then 

 )}y,x{(scl)y,x(  }y{scl}x{scl BAF)F(scl   and it follows 

that A}x{scl   and B}y{scl  . Since A and  B are  s*-open sets in X 

and Y  respectivey,   then   by   theorem   (1.3),   we   get  

)Aint(}x{scl    and )Bint(}y{scl  . Thus 

)Bint()Aint(}y{scl}x{scl)y,x(  )BAint(  . Hence 

)BAint(F  . Thus BA  is an s*-open set in YX . 

 

(ii) Suppose that A and B are s*-closed sets in  X  and Y  respectevely. 

To prove that BA  is an s*-closed set in YX . By   theorem (1.6)  

is sufficient  to  show  that BABAclQ  )(  contains  no  non-

empty semi-closed  set. Suppose  on  the  contary  that Qyxscl ),(   

for some YXyx ),( . It  follows   that )()( Aclxscl    and  

)()( Bclyscl  .  Since AAcl )(  and BBcl )(  contains no non-empty 

semi-closed set, then by theorem  (1.6) Axscl )(  and 

Byscl )( . Choose  Axsclx )(   and       Byscly )( .       

Then        ),(),( yxsclyx  }{}{ ysclxscl   

}{}{ ysclxscl  Qyxscl  ),( . Thus BAyx  ),(  contradicting  

the fact that BAyx  ),( . Conversely, it is obvious. 
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Corollary(1.8): 

If A and B are subsets of topological spaces ),( X and ),(  Y  

respectevily. Then: 

i) )int(*)int(*)int(* BAsBsAs    

ii)  )(*)(* BclsAcls )(* BAcls  . 

 

Proof: 

(i) Let  )int(*)int(*),( BsAsyx        )i n t (* Asx     and 

)int(* Bsy  . Hence there are s*-open sets U in X and V in Y 

such that AUx    and  BVy  . Therefore 

BAVUyx ),( .  But   by proposition  ((1.7),(i)), VU    is   

an  s*-open   set    in  YX  .  Hence )int(*),( BAsyx  , thus 

)int(*)int(*)int(* BAsBsAs  . 

 

(ii)  Since )(* Acls   and )(* Bcls   are s*-closed sets, then by 

proposition ((1.7),(ii)),     )(*)(* BclsAcls     is     an    s*-closed    

set   in   YX  .  Since BA  )(*)(* BclsAcls   ,     then          

 )(* BAcls  )](*)(*[* BclsAclscls )(*)(* BclsAcls  . 

Hence )(* BAcls  )(*)(* BclsAcls  .  By  the   same    way     

we    can    prove    that )(*)(* BclsAcls  )(* BAcls  .  

Therefore   )(*)(* BclsAcls  )(* BAcls  .  

 

Definition (1.9): 

A function YXf : from a topological space ),( X into a topological 

space ),(  Y  is called. 

(i) s*-continuous [8] if the inverse image of every open set inY is s*-

open in X. 

(ii) s*-irresolute [6] if the inverse image of every s*-open set inY is 

s*-open in X. 
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Corollary (1.10): 

Let ),( X  and ),(  Y  be topological spaces. Then the projection 

functions XYXX :  and YYXY :  are s*-irresolute     

functions. 

 

Proof: 

LetU  be an s*-open set in X, then YUUX 


)(
1

 . Since U is s*-open 

in X  and Y is  s*-open in Y, then by proposition  ((1.7),(i)), YU  is an 

s*-open set in YX  . Thus XYXX : is s*-irresolute. Similaly we 

can prove that YYXY : is s*-irresolute.     

     

Definition (1.11)[8]: 

A topological space ),( X is called an s*- 2T -space if for any two distinct 

points x and y of X, there are two s*-open sets U and V such that 

Ux , Vy  and VU  . 

 

Definition (1.12)[8]: 

A topological  space ),( X  is  called  an  s*-regular space if for any 

closed subset F of X and any point x of X which is not in F, there  are  

two  s*-open  sets  U  and  V  such  that Ux , VF   and VU  . 

  

Definition (1.13)[10]: 

Let Dddx )(  be a net in a topological space ),( X . Then Dddx )(  s*-

converges to Xx (written xx s

d  * ) iff for each s*-neighborhood U  

of x , there is some Dd 0  such that 0dd   implies Uxd  . Thus 

Dddx )(  s*-converges to x iff it is eventually in every s*-neighborhood of 

x. The point x is called an s*-limit point of Dddx )( .  

 

Definition (1.14)[10]: 

Let Dddx )(  be a net in a topological space ),( X . Then Dddx )(  is said to 

have Xx  as an s*-cluster point (written xx
s

d

*

 ) iff  for  each  s*-

neighborhood U of  x  and  for each Dd , there is some dd 0  such 
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that Uxd 
0

. Thus Dddx )(  has  x  as an s*-cluster point iff Dddx )(  is 

frequently in every s*-neighborhood of x. 

                                              

Theorem (1.15)[10]: 

Let Dddx )(   be  a net  in  a topological space  ),( X  and for each d  in 

D  let dA  be  the  set  of  all  points 
0dx for  dd 0 . Then x  is  an  s*-

cluster  point  of Dddx )(  if and only if x  belongs to the s*-closure of dA  

for each d  in D. 

 

Theorem (1.16)[10]: 

Let ),( X  be a topological space and XA . If x is a point of X, then 

)(* Aclsx  if and only if there exists a net Dddx )(  in A  such that 

xx s

d  * . 

 

 

2. s*-compactness 

 In this section we study a new type of compactness (to the best of our 

knowledge), namely s*-compactness. We will introduce new definitions, 

theorems, corollaries, remarks and examples. 

 

Definition (2.1): 

A    collection    }{U     of    s*-open   sets    in  a  topological 

space ),( X is called an s*-open cover of a subset A of X  if 





UA . 

 

Definition (2.2): 

A topological   space ),( X   is said  to    be   s*-compact if every s*-

open  cover of X has a finite subcover. 

 

Definition (2.3): 

A subset A of  a topological space ),( X is said to be  s*-compact if 

every cover of A by  s*-open subsets of X has a finite subcover. 
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Theorem (2.4): 

Every s*-compact space is a compact space. 

 

Proof: 

This is obvious since every open set is s*-open. 

 

 The converse of theorem (2.4) is not true in general. As in the 

following example: 

 

Example (2.5): 

Let X  be any infinite set with indiscrete topology ),( IX , then ),( IX is a 

compact space, but ),( IX is not s*-compact, since }:}{{ Xxx  is an s*-

open cover of X  which has no finite subcover. 

 

Examples (2.6): 

i) It is clear that any finite topological space is s*-compact. 

ii) Any infinite set X with the co-finite topology ),( .cofX   is s*-

compact. 

 

Proof: 

Let }{U be any s*-open cover of X   





UX and U  is an s*-

open set in X  for each  . Choose   }{
0

UU , then UU c 
0

 is 

an s*-closed set in X. To prove that U   is closed. Now, let )(Uclx  . 

Since X is a semi- 1T -space (because X is a 1T -space), then by theorem 

(1.5), }{x  is a semi-closed set in X, if Ux  , then 

)()(}{ UXUclx   UUcl  )( . Hence UUcl )(  contains a non-

empty semi-closed set }{x . This is a contradiction since U   is  s*-closed 

and according to the theorem (1.6) this is not possible. That is Ux  , it 

follows that UU c 
0

 is closed, hence 
0

U  is open .Therefore }{U  is 

an open cover of X. Since X is compact, then  n

ii
U 0}{   is a finite 

subcover of }{U . Thus ),( .cofX   is an s*-compact space. 
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iii) The real line  with usual topology ),(  is not s*-compact,   

since it is not compact. 

iv) Any  infinite  set  X  with discrete  topology ),( DX  is  not s*- 

compact, since }:}{{ Xxx  is an s*-open cover of X which has  

no finite subcover. 

 

Theorem (2.7): 

A topological space ),( X is s*-compact if and only if given any family 

}{F  of s*-closed subsets of X such that the intersection  of  any  

finite  number of  the F  is  non-empty, then 


 


F . 

 

Proof: 

  Suppose that ),( X  is s*-compact and }{F  be any family of s*-

closed subsets of X such that the intersection of any finite number of the 

F is non-empty. To prove that 


 


F , if not    


 


F    

ccF 


 


 )(    XFX 


)(


 . Set  FXU   for each    

XU 





 . Each U  is the complement of an s*-closed set and hence is 

s*-open, therefore }{U  is an s*-open cover of X. Since ),( X  is s*-

compact   n

ii
U 1}{    is a finite subcover of }{U    

n

i
i

UX
1

    

 



n

i
i

F
1

, this is a contradiction. Thus  


 


F . 

Conversely, to prove that ),( X is s*-compact. Let }{U  

be any s*-open cover of X   





UX and U  is an s*-open set 

in X for each    cc UX )(





    





 cU , where 

 FU c   is an s*-closed set in X for each     }{F  is a 

family of s*-closed subsets of X such that 


 


F . Hence we can 
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find finitely many of the F , say 
n

FFF  ,.......,,
21

 such that 

 



n

i
i

F
1

   XU
n

i
i





1

    n

ii
U 1}{   is a finite sub cover of 

}{U .  Thus ),( X  is an s*-compact space. 

 

Theorem (2.8): 

Any s*-closed subset of an s*-compact space ),( X is s*-compact. 

 

Proof:  

Let ),( X be an s*-compact space and A be any s*-closed subset of 

X. To prove that A is s*-compact. Let }{U  be any cover of A 

by s*-open subsets of X    





UA . Since A is s*-closed in X, 

then 
cA  is s*-open in X. Since 






UA   cc AUAA  





  

  cAUX 





   },}{{ cAU   is an s*-open cover of X. 

Since X is s*-compact, then  },}{{ 1

cn

i AU
i    is     a finite sub cover 

of X. Since XAA c   & cAA    
n

i
i

UA
1

 
 n

ii
U 1}{   is a 

finite sub cover of }{U .  Thus A is s*-compact in X. 

 

Theorem (2.9):  

Any s*-compact subset of an s*- 2T -space ),( X is s*-closed. 

 

Proof: 

Let A be any s*-compact subset of an s*- 2T -space X. To prove that 

A is s*-closed. Let cAx , then Ay   cAy   yx  . Since 

X is an s*- 2T -space, then by definition (1.11) there are two s*-open 

sets xU  and yV  of x and y respectively such that yx VU  . Hence 


Ay

yVA


  AyyV }{  is an s*-open cover of A. But A is s*-compact, 

and then n

iyi
V 1}{   is a finite subcover of AyyV }{ . Now, let 
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nyy VVV  ......
1

  and
nxx UUU  ......

1
 , then U  and V  are s*-

open since there are respectively the union and finite intersection of 

s*-open sets. Furthermore, VA  and Ux  since x belongs to 

each
ixU . Since niVU

ii yx ,....,1,     

niVU
iy ,.....,1,  .  Hence VU  . Since VA ,  then 

AU  , therefore cAUx  , thus cA  is s*-open. Hence A is s*-

closed. 

 

Remark (2.10): 

If a topological space ),( X is not s*- 2T -space, then s*-compact 

subset in general is not s*-closed. As in the following example: 

 

Example: 

Let  },,{ cbaX   & }}{,,{ aX  . Since ),(* XOS  }}{,,{ aX , 

then ),( X is not s*- 2T -space. Observe that }{a is s*-compact, but is 

not s*-closed. 

 

Corollary (2.11): 

A subset of an s*-compact s*- 2T -space ),( X is s*-compact iff it is 

s*-closed. 

 

Proof: 

It is obvious. 

 

Corollary (2.12): 

Any s*-compact s*- 2T -space ),( X is an s*-regular space. 

 

Proof: 

Let Xx  and A be a closed subset of X such that Ax . Hence A 

is an s*-closed subset of X such that Ax . Since X is s*-compact, 

then by theorem (2.8), A is s*-compact and Ax . Hence, Ay  

  cAy    yx  . Since X is an s*- 2T -space, then by definition 

(1.11) there are two s*-open sets xU  and yV  of x and y respectively 
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such that yx VU  . Hence 
Ay

yVA


    AyyV }{  is an s*-open 

cover of A. But A is s*-compact, then n

iyi
V 1}{   is a finite   sub 

cover of AyyV }{ . Now, let  
nyy VVV  ......

1
    

and
nxx UUU  ......

1
 , then U  and V  are s*-open since there are 

respectively the union and finite intersection of s*-open sets. 

Furthermore, VA  and Ux  since x belongs to each
ixU . Since 

niVU
ii yx ,....,1,     niVU

iy ,.....,1,  . Hence 

VU  . Therefore by definition (1.12), ),( X  is an s*-regular 

space. 

 

Theorem (2.13): 

(i) The s*-continuous image of an s*-compact space is 

compact. 

(ii) The s*-irresolute image of an s*-compact space is s*-

compact. 

Proof: 

(i) Let YXf :  be an s*-continuous function from an s*-

compact space ),( X  into a topological space ),(  Y . To prove 

that )(Xf  is compact. Let }{U  be any open cover 

of )(Xf   





UXf )( , where U  is open in Y for each 

   )(1





UfX 


 .  Since f  is s*-continuous and U  is 

open in Y for each  , then by definition ((1.9),(i)) )(1

Uf   

is s*-open in X for each  , hence 



 )}({ 1 Uf  is an s*-

open cover of X. Because ),( X  is s*-compact, then 





 )}({ 1 Uf  has a finite subcover of X, that is 

)(
1

1

i
UfX

n

i




 . Hence 
n

i

n

i
ii

UUffXf
11

1 ))(()(


     

n

ii
U 1}{   is a finite subcover of }{U . Thus )(Xf is a compact 

set in Y. 
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(ii) Let YXf :  be an s*-irresolute function from an s*-compact 

space ),( X into a topological space ),(  Y . To prove that 

)(Xf is s*-compact. Let }{U be any cover of )(Xf  by s*-

open subsets of Y  





UXf )( , where U  is s*-open in Y 

for each  . Hence )(1





UfX 


 . Since f is s*-irresolute 

and U  is s*-open in Y for each  , then by definition 

((1.9),(ii)) )(1

Uf   is s*-open in X for each  , hence 





 )}({ 1 Uf  is an s*-open cover of X. Because X is s*-

compact, then 



 )}({ 1 Uf  has a finite subcover of X, that is 

)(
1

1

i
UfX

n

i




 . Hence 


 ))(()(
1

1

i
UffXf

n

i

 
n

i
i

U
1

 . So, 

n

ii
U 1}{   is a finite subcover of }{U . Thus )(Xf  is an s*-

compact set in Y. 

 

Corollary (2.14): 

If YX   is s*-compact space, then each of X and Y are s*-compact 

space. 

 

Proof: 

By corollary (1.10) the projection functions XYXX :  and 

YYXY :  are s*-irresolute functions and by theorem 

((2.13),(ii))  X and Y are s*-compact spaces. 

 

Theorem (2.15): 

The union of two s*-compact subsets of a topological space 

),( X is s*-compact. 

 

Proof: 

Let A  and B be s*-compact sets. To prove that BA  is s*-

compact. Let }{U  be any cover of BA  by s*-open subsets of 
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X   





UBA . Since BAA   and BAB  , then }{U  

is an s*-open cover of A and B  respectively. Since A and B are s*-

compact sets, then there exist finitely members of   say 

n ,.......,, 21  such that 
n

i
i

UA
1

  , and finitely members of   say 

m ,......,, 21  such that 
m

j
j

UB
1

  . It follows that 
mn

k
k

UBA





1

 . 

Thus BA  is s*-compact. 

 

Corollary (2.16): 

The union of any finite collection of s*-compact   subsets of a 

topological space ),( X is s*-compact. 

 

Proof: 

It is obvious. 

Now, we need the following theorem. 

 

Theorem (2.17): 

A net Dddx )(  in a topological space ),( X  has x as an s*-cluster 

point iff it has a subnet which s*-converges to x. 

 

Proof: 

Let x be an s*-cluster point of )( dx . Define M {(d,U): Dd  , U is 

an s*-nhood of x such that Uxd  }. Order M as follows: 

),(),( 2211 UdUd   iff 21 dd   and 12 UU  . It is clear that M is a 

directed set. Define DM :  by: dUd ),( . Then   is 

increasing and cofinal in D, so   defines a subnet of )( dx . Let 0U  

be an s*-nhood of x. Since x is an s*-cluster point of )( dx , then 

 Dd 
0

 such that 00
Uxd  . Hence MUd ),( 00  and moreover 

),(),( 00 UdUd     implies   0UU  ,   so   that   ),)(( Udx  )(dx  

0UUxd  . It follows that the subnet defined by   s*-converges  

 to x. 
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       Conversely, suppose DM :  defines a subnet of )( dx  

which s*-converges to x. To prove that x is an s*-cluster point 

of )( dx . Let U be any s*-nhood of x and Dd 0 . Since   is cofinal 

in D, then there is some Mm 0  such that 00 )( dm  . Since the 

subnet )( )(mx  of )( dx is s*-converges to x, then there is also some 

Mmu   such that umm   implies Ux m )( . Since M is a directed 

set, then there is Mm   such that 0mm   and umm  . Since   is 

increasing and 0mm  , then )()( 0mm   , hence 0)( ddm    

and Uxx
md

  )(
. Thus for each s*-nhood U of x and each

Dd0  , 

there is some 0dd   such that Ux
d
 . It follows that x is an s*-

cluster point of )( dx . 

 

Theorem (2.18): 

A topological space ),( X is s*-compact if and only if every net in 

X has an s*-cluster point. 

 

Proof: 

Let ),( X be an s*-compact space and let )( dx  be a net in X. For 

each d  in D, let }:{ 00
ddxM dd  . Since D is directed by   , then 

the collection }:{ DdM d  has the finite intersection property.   

Hence }:)(*{ DdMcls d  also has the finite intersection property. 

It follows from theorem (2.7) that  }:)(*{ DdMcls d  . 

Let }:)(*{ DdMclsx d  , then DdMclsx d  )(* . Hence 

by the theorem (1.15) x  is an s*-cluster point of )( dx . 

Conversely, suppose that every net in X has an s*-cluster 

point and let   be a collection of s*-closed subsets of X with the 

finite intersection property. Let { D: D is the intersection of a 

finite subcollection of }. Since the intersection of every two 

members of   is a member of , then ),(   is a directed set by 

inclusion. Since each D is non-empty, then there is a point Dx  in D. 
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Now define the function Xx :  by:  DxDx D)( . Then 

DDx )(  is a net in X. By hypothesis, DDx )(  must has an s*-

cluster point say 0x  and by theorem (2.17) there is a subnet )(
UDx  

of DDx )(  which s*-converges to 0x . Let E be an arbitrary member 

of , then for each ED   in , we have EDxDx D )( . 

Hence DDx )(  is eventually in the s*-closed set E. Since )(
UDx  is a 

subnet of DDx )( , then )(
UDx  is also eventually in E and by 

theorem (1.16), we get EEclsx  )(*0 . Since E is an arbitrary 

and  , then we have  0x . Hence   and by 

theorem (2.7) ),( X is an s*-compact space. 

 

3. Pair-Wise s*-Compactness 

 

In this section we study a new type of compactness (to the 

best of our knowledge), namely pair-wise s*-compactness. We will 

introduce new definitions, theorems, corollaries, remarks and 

examples.  

 

Definition (3.1)[4]: 

A triple ),,( 21 X  consists of a non-empty set X with two 

topologies 1  and 2  on X is said to be bitopological space. 

 

Definition (3.2)[11]: 

A subset A of a bitopological space ),,( 21 X is said to be pair-wise 

clopen set if A is 1 -open and 2 -closed or A is 1 -closed and 2 -

open, that is )( 21   cAA or )( 21   AAc . 

 

Definition (3.3)[12]:   

Let    ),,( 21 X    and    ),,( 21  Y    be      two bitopological   spaces,   

then    the   topology  1W    whose  base  is 

}:{ 111   VandUVUE  and the topology 2W  whose  base is 

}:{ 222   VandUVUE  are called the product topologies 
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for YX   and ),,( 21 WWYX   is called  the  product bitopological  

space of two bitopological spaces X and Y. 

 

Definition (3.4)[4]: 

A bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is called a pair-wise 2T -space if 

for any two distinct points x and y of X, there are a 1 -open set U 

and a 2 -open set V such that Ux , Vy  and VU  . 

 

Definition (3.5)[5]: 

Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space and A be a subset of X. By a 

pair-wise open cover of A, we mean a subcollection of the family 

21    which contains at least one non-empty element of 1  and at 

least one non-empty element of 2 and it covers A. 

 

Definition (3.6)[5]: 

A bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is said to be pair-wise compact 

space if every pair-wise open cover of X has a finite subcover. 

 

Definition (3.7): 

Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space and A be a subset of X. By a 

pair-wise s*-open cover of A, we mean a subcollection of the 

family )(*)(* 21 XOSXOS     which contains at least one non 

-empty element of )(*1 XOS  and at least one non-empty 

element of )(*2 XOS  and it covers A. 

 

Definition (3.8): 

A bitopological space ),,( 21 X is said to be pair-wise s*-compact 

space if every pair-wise s*-open cover of X has a finite subcover. 

 

Theorem (3.9): 

Every pair-wise s*-compact space is a pair-wise compact space. 

 

The converse of theorem (3.9) is not true in general as 

shown by the following example:          
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Example (3.10): 

The bitopological space ),,( DIN  (where N is the set of all natural 

numbers, and I, D are the indiscrete and discrete topologies on N 

respectively) is a pair-wise compact space, but is  not pair-wise s*-

compact, since }:}{{ Nxx  is a pair-wise s*-open cover of N which 

has no finite subcover. 

 

Remark (3.11): 

Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space. If ),( 1X  and ),( 2X  are 

s*-compact spaces, then ),,( 21 X  need not be a pair-wise s*-

compact space. As in the following example: 

 

Example (3.12):  

Let  X    and  }{}0:{1  UU   and 

}{}1:{2  UU . It is clear that }:}{{ xx  is a pair-wise 

s*-open cover of   (since }:}{{ xx is a pair-wise open cover 

of ) which has no finite subcover. Therefore ),,( 21  is not a 

pair-wise s*-compact space, while ),( 1  and ),( 2  are s*-

compact spaces. 

 

Proposition (3.13): 

Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space. If )(*1 XOS is a 

subfamily of )(*2 XOS  and ),( 2X  is an s*-compact space or 

)(*2 XOS is a subfamily of )(*1 XOS and ),( 1X  is an s*-

compact space, then ),,( 21 X  is a pair-wise s*-compact space.  

 

Proof: 

Suppose that )(*1 XOS is a subfamily of )(*2 XOS  and 

),( 2X is an s*-compact space. 

Then )(*)(* 21 XOSXOS    )(*2 XOS , that is every pair-

wise s*-open cover of X is an s*-open cover with respect to 2 . But 

every s*-open cover of X with respect to 2  has a finite subcover, it 
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follows that every pair-wise s*-open cover of X has a finite 

subcover. Hence ),,( 21 X is a pair-wise s*-compact space. 

Similarly we can prove the second case. 

 

Definition(3.14): 

 A subset A of a bitopological space ),,( 21 X is said to be pair-

wise s*-clopen set if ))(*)(*( 21 XOSAXOSA c    

or ))(*)(*( 21 XOSAXOSAc   . 

 

Remark(3.15): 

If ),,( 21 X is a bitopological space. Then every pair-wise clopen 

subset of X is a pair-wise s*-clopen set. But the converse is not true 

by the following example: 

 

Example(3.16): 

Let },,{ cbaX  , }}{,,{1 aX    and },{2  XI  , then 

 )(*1 XOS }}{,,{ aX   and  )(*2 XOS },{},{},{,,{ cbaX   

}},{},,{},,{ cbcaba . }{a  is a pair-wise  s*-clopen  subset  of X, since 

)(*}{ 1 XOSa  and )(*},{}{ 2 XOScba c   . But }{a is not a 

pair -wise clopen set, since 1}{ a  , but 2},{}{  cba c .   

 

Proposition (3.17): 

A pair-wise s*-clopen subset of a pair-wise s*-compact space is a 

pair-wise s*-compact set.  

 

Proof: 

Let A be a pair-wise s*-clopen subset of a pair-wise s*-compact 

space ),,( 21 X  and }{U  be any pair-wise s*-open cover of A. 

It follows by definition (3.14) that cA  is a member of    the 

family )(*)(* 21 XOSXOS    . Then },}{{ cAU  is a pair-

wise s*-open cover of X which is a pair-wise s*-compact space, 

then there exist finitely many elements n ,.....,, 21  such 
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that c
n

i

AUX
i
 )(

1

  . Since XAA c   & cAA , 

then 
n

i
i

UA
1

  . Therefore n

ii
U 1}{   is a finite subcover of }{U . 

Thus A is a pair-wise s*-compact subspace of X. 

 

Corollary (3.18): 

A pair-wise clopen subset of a pair-wise s*-compact space is a pair-

wise s*-compact set. 

  

Corollary (3.19): 

A pair-wise s*-clopen (resp. pair-wise clopen) subset of a pair-wise 

s*-compact space is a pair-wise compact set. 

  

Definition (3.20): 

Let ),,( 21 X  and ),,( 21  Y  be two bitopological  spaces. Then a 

function YXf : is said to be: 

(i) Pair-wise   s*-irresolute   if  )(*)( 1

1 XOSUf    for   

each )(*1 YOSU      and   )(*)( 2

1 XOSVf       for     

each )(*2 YOSV  . 

(ii) Pair-wise s*-continuous if )(*)( 1

1 XOSUf   for each 

U  1    and )(*)( 2

1 XOSVf   for eachV  2  . 

(iii) Pair-wise     s*-open    if    )(*)( 1 YOSUf    for    

each )(*1 XOSU  and )(*)( 2 YOSVf  for 

each )(*2 XOSV  . 

 

Proposition (3.21): 

Let ),,( 21 WWYX   be the product bitopological space of 

bitopological spaces ),,( 21 X  and ),,( 21  Y . Then the biprojection 

functions XYXX :  and YYXY :  are pair-wise s*-

irresolute. 
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Proof: 

Let )(*1 XOSU   and )(*2 XOSV  , then YUUX 


)(
1

  

and YVVX 


)(
1

 . Since U is )(*1 XOS and Y is )(*1 YOS , 

then by proposition ((1.7),(i)) YU  is )(*1 YXOSW  . Again 

since V is )(*2 XOS  and Y is )(*2 YOS , then by proposition 

((1.7),(i)) YV  is )(*2 YXOSW  . Thus X  is a pair-wise s*-

irresolute function. Similarly Y  is also a pair-wise s*-irresolute 

function.  

 

Theorem (3.22): 

i) The pair-wise s*-irresolute image of a pair-wise s*-compact 

space is a pair-wise s*-compact. 

ii) The pair-wise s*-continuous image of a pair-wise s*-

compact space is a pair-wise compact. 

 

Proof: 

i) Let ),,(),,(: 2121   YXf  be a pair-wise s*-irresolute 

function and X is a pair-wise s*-compact space. To prove 

that )(Xf is pair-wise s*-compact. Let }{U  be any 

pair-wise s*-open cover of )(Xf , that is 





UXf )( . 

Since f  is pair-wise s*-irresolute, so 



 )}({ 1 Uf  is a 

pair-wise s*-open cover of X which is a pair-wise s*-

compact space, then there exist finitely many elements      

n ,.....,, 21    such    that    )(
1

1
n

i
i

UfX


  .    Hence 


n

i
i

UXf
1

)(


  , thus )(Xf is a pair-wise s*-compact set. 

 

ii) The prove is similar to part (i) hence is omitted. 
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Corollary (3.23): 

Let ),,( 21 WWYX  be the product bitopological space of 

bitopological spaces ),,( 21 X and ),,( 21  Y . If YX  is a pair-wise 

s*-compact space, then each of the spaces X and Y is a pair-wise 

s*-compact space. 

 

Proof: 

By     proposition    (3.21)    the    biprojection     functions 

XYXX :  and YYXY :  are pair-wise s*-irresolute and 

by theorem ((3.22),(i)), we get X and Y are pair-wise s*-compact 

spaces. 

 

Definition (3.24): 

A bitopological space ),,( 21 X is called a pair-wise s*- 2T -space if 

for any two distinct points x and y of X, there are a 1 - s*-open set 

U and a 2 -s*-open set V such that Ux , Vy  and VU  . 

 

Remark (3.25): 

Every pair-wise 2T -space is a pair-wise s*- 2T - space, but the 

converse is not true in general. As in the following example. 

 

Example (3.26): 

Let },{ baX  and },{21  XI  . Then 

 )(*1 XOS )(*2 XOS }}{},{,,{ baX  .It is clear that 

),,( 21 X is a pair-wise s*- 2T -space, but is not a pair-wise 2T -

space.  

 

Remark (3.27): 

A pair-wise s*-compact subset of a pair-wise s*- 2T -space need not 

to be pair-wise s*-clopen set. As in the following example. 

 

Example (3.28): 

Let },,{ cbaX   and }},{,,{1 baX    and let }},{,,{2 cbX   . Then 

)(*1 XOS }},,{},{},{,{ babaX and  )(*2 XOS
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}},,{},{},{,{ cbcbX . It is clear that ),,( 21 X is a pair-wise s*- 2T -

space. But }c,a{A  is a pair-wise s*-compact subset of X, but it is 

not a pair-wise s*-clopen set. 

 

To define a pair-wise s*-regular space we introduce the 

following definition. 

 

Definition (3.29): 

Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space. Then i  )2,1( i  is called 

s*-regular with respect to j ),2,1( jij   if for each point x in X 

and each i -closed set F  such that Fx , there exist a i -s*-open 

set U and a j -s*-open set V such that Ux , VF   and VU  . 

 

Definition (3.30): 

A bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is called a pair-wise s*-regular 

space if and only if 1  is s*-regular with respect to 2  and 2  is s*-

regular with respect to 1 . 

 

Remark (3.31): 

A pair-wise s*-compact pair-wise s*- 2T -space need not to be pair-

wise s*-regular space. As in the following example. 

 

Example (3.32): 

Let  },,{ cbaX     and  }},{,,{1 cbX      and    

let }}{},,{,,{2 acbX   . Then )(*1 XOS }},{},{},{,,{ cbcbX   

and       )(*2 XOS }},{},,{},,{},{},{},{,,{ cbcabacbaX  . It is 

clear that ),,( 21 X  is a pair-wise s*-compact pair-wise s*- 2T -

space, but is not pair-wise s*-regular, since {a} is a 2 -closed set in 

X and }{ab , but for each 2 -s*-open set U with Ub , there is no 

1 -s*-open set containing }{a  whose intersection with U is empty. 
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Theorem (3.33): 

A bitopological space ),,( 21 X is pair-wise s*-regular iff for each 

Xx and each 1 -open set U of x, there exists a 1 -s*-open set W 

of x such that UWclsWx  )(*
2

 and for each 2 -open set   V   

of   x, there    exists   a 2 -s*-open   set   H    of   x   such   that 

VHclsHx  )(*
1

. 

 

Proof: 

Suppose that ),,( 21 X  is pair-wise s*-regular and let Xx  and U 

be a 1 -open set such that Ux , it follows that cUx  where cU  is  

a 1 -closed set. But 1  is s*-regular with respect to 2 , then there 

exists a 1 -s*-open set W and a 2 -s*-open set V such that 

Wx and VU c   and WV  .  Hence, we get UV c   and 
cVW   which is a 2 -s*-closed set. Thus UWclsWx  )(*

2
. 

Similarly, we can prove that for each 2 -open set V of x, there 

exists a 2 -s*-open set H of x such that VHclsHx  )(*
1

. 

Conversely, to prove that ),,( 21 X is pair-wise s*-regular 

i.e. 1  is s*-regular with respect to 2  and 2  is s*-regular with 

respect to 1 .  

      Let Xx and F be a 1 -closed set in X such that Fx , it 

follows that cFx  which is a 1 -open set. By hypotheses there 

exist a 1 -s*-open set W of x such that cFWclsWx  )(*
2

. 

Hence  Wx  and cWclsF )](*[
2

  which is a 2 -s*-open set and 

  cWclsW )](*[
2

 . Thus 1  is s*-regular with respect to 2 . 

Similarly, we can prove that 2  is s*-regular with respect to 1 . 

 

Definition (3.34): 

Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space. Then i  )2,1( i is called 

s*-normal with respect to j ),2,1( jij  if for each i -closed set 

1F  and each j -closed set 2F  such that 21 FF  , there exist a i -
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s*-open set U and a j -s*-open set V such that UF 2 , VF 1  and 

VU  . 

 

Definition(3.35): 

A bitopological space ),,( 21 X is called a pair-wise s*-normal 

space iff 1  is s*-normal with respect to 2  and 2  is s*-normal 

with respect to 1 . 

 

Theorem (3.36): 

A bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is pair-wise s*-normal iff for each 

1 -open set U and each 2 -closed set 1F  such that UF 1 , there 

exists a 1 -s*-open set W such that UWclsWF  )(*
21   and 

for each 2 -open set V and each 1 -closed set 2F  such that VF 2 , 

there exists a 2 -s*-open set H such that VHclsHF  )(*
12  . 

     

Proof: 

Suppose that ),,( 21 X is pair-wise s*-normal and let U be a 1 - 

open set and 1F  be a 2 -closed set such that UF 1 , it follows that  

1FU c  , where  cU   is a 1 -closed   set. But 1   is s*-normal 

with respect to 2 , then there exists a 1 -s*-open set W and 2 -s*-

open set V such that WF 1  and VU c   and VW  . Hence, 

we get UV c    and       cVW         which      is     a      2 -s*-

closed      set.     Thus UWclsWF  )(*
21  . Similarly, we can 

prove that for each 2 -open set V and each 1 -closed set 2F  such 

that VF 2 , there exists a 2 -s*-open set H such that 

VHclsHF  )(*
12  . 

Conversely, to prove that ),,( 21 X  is pair-wise s*-normal 

i.e. 1  is s*-normal with respect to 2  and 2  is s*-normal with 

respect to 1 . Let 1F  be a 1 -closed set and 2F  be a 2 -closed set 

such that 21 FF  , it follows that 
c

FF 12   which is a 1 -open set. 

By hypotheses there exist a 1 -s*-open set W such 
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that
c

FWclsWF 12 )(*
2

  .  Hence WF 2 and     
cWclsF )](*[

21         which     is     a   2 -s*-open     set    and 

  cWclsW )](*[
2

 .  Thus  1   is   s*-normal   with   respect    to   

2 . 

     Similary, we can prove that 2  is  s*-normal with respect to 1 . 
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 قسم الرياضيات -كلية العلوم  -الجامعة المستنصرية 

 
 

 المستخلص

 
 على الفضاء التراص من صةخا انواع استنباط وه هذا البحث من الرئيسي الهدف

),( التبولوجي X الثنائي  التبولوجي والفضاء),,( 21 X التراص درسنا مفهوم حيث 

 والخواص  المكافئات درسنا كذلك  . -*sالنوع  من الثنائي والتراص  -*sالنوع   من

  *s.     –المتراصة  لفضاءات الثنائيةا و  *s -المتراصة  للفضاءات األساسية

موعة جمال, *s –الغطاء المفتوح الثنائي , *s -المتراص فضاءلاالكلمات الرئيسية:

, الدالة المحيرة *s –, الفضاء الثنائي المتراص *s –المفتوحة الثنائية   -المغلقة 

 .*s –, الدالة المستمرة الثنائية *s –الثنائية 
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